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Wave of Parking Decal Thefts Plagues Campus
Krislen Casalenuovo
Opinion lulilor

At least 35 student parking
dccals have been stolen off vehicles since last semester. The
thefts have gotten progressively
worse in recent weeks. Twelve
parking decals were reported
stolen last week and as of
Wednesday, six have been reported stolen this week.
I.ongwood police officials are
baffled as to why so many are
turning up missing. This is the
first time an incident of this
nature has ever occurred at
Longwood, not even taking into
account the alarming frequency.
Three slightly damaged decals
have been found on the ground,
but none offer any clue as to
how they got there.
Longwood
Police
Chief
Charles I .owe conjectures that it
may be due to a combination of
weather and shoddy adhesive.
This year the decals were made
by the same company as in previous years, but the style is different. It used to be difficult to pull
off the decals. Removal tradi-

tionally entailed nothing short of
a razor blade culminating in a battered decal in several pieces. The
current decals can be pulled off
and still be intact.
It is also possible that delinquents are ripping them off for
the sheer pleasure of adolescent
destructiveness. Inconveniencing
others is often a byproduct of
• youthful rebellion, and likely in a
small town setting. One scenario
is certain; several Longwood students are lifting them with the
motive of acquiring a free parking
decal.
So far two students have been
caught displaying stolen decals on
their vehicles. Both will be criminally prosecuted and will also be
charged with Judicial Board or
Honor Board infractions. Because
the item in question is a piece of
paper, the Virginia criminal code
the theft falls under is larceny of
bank notes (18.2-98). This code
applies to any "paper of value."
Whoever is found guilty of the
charge is "deemed guilty of larceny thereof, and receive the same
punishment, according to the

value of the thing stolen."
Because of the high value of
decals, $250 to be exact, the theft
is considered a felony.
Two weeks ago police confiscated a stolen decal from the exterior of a Longwood student's rear
window and were investigating
the matter. Ten days later, the
same vehicle was spotted by
police with a second stolen decal
placed on the interior of the rear
window. Officer John Thompson
served warrants on the owner of
the vehicle Wednesday for two
counts of felony larceny.
The second student was caught
last week. That case is still currently under investigation.
Chief Lowe reports that one of
the obstacles they've been
encountering in the pursuit of
this string of thefts is that students are not reporting their
decals stolen until they receive a
ticket. "It is important that we
know as soon as it happens," he
says.
Another even larger problem is
the abysmal shortage of man
power within Longwood's Police

Department right now. This
severely limits the scope of t
investigation, especially because
the thefts aren't happening in any
particular lot. Decals are being
lifted from all over campus from
the parking lots at Wynne all the
way to Cox. Even several Stanley
Park decals have been taken.
()fficers on parking patrol have
been routinely checking displayed
decals in student lots to locate the
stolen ones. Officer Thompson
has also been choosing a lot daily
and combing every car in it. That
is how the first two students were
apprehended.
Right now there is no end in
sight to this growing problem.
For those who have had their
decals stolen, the Longwood
Police Department is reimbursing
the lost decal as long as a police
report is filed. Chief Lowe asks
everyone to check your decal regularly and contact the Ixingwood
Police Department immediately if
it is stolen or if you see any suspicious activity.

Top Schools Compensate Longwood Athletics
Kristen Casalenuovo
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Opinion liditor

Longwood University Athletics
are on the rise. The bill for it is
rising accordingly. Longwood
students are paying for the vast
majority of it. The next main
monetary contribution comes
from top schools that pay to play
Longwood teams as a perceived
easy win to increase their rankings.
Auxiliary activities, such as the
Athletic
Department,
the
Student Health Center, and the
Student Union, are not eligible
for state tax support since they
are non-educational activities.
Tuition funds strictly educational
needs (i.e. - professor salaries)
whereas the Comprehensive Fee
funds the non-educational elements of students' overall college experience. Each student
must pay the Comprehensive
Fee, even if the student never

takes advantage of the auxiliary
services.
According to a report issued by
the Auditor of Public Accounts
of the Commonwealth of
Virginia, I-ongwood's athletic revenue for the fiscal year which
ended June
2005
totaled
$3,731,497. The Comprehensive
Fee accounts for almost ninety
percent of that.
Because Longwood University
is a state instinition, all financial
records are made public. The
State
Council
of
Higher
Education in Virginia (SCHF-V
compiles the records of all state
institutions in the Commonwealth
into an annual tuition and fees
report.
At Ix>ngwood, Tuition is slightly higher than the Comprehensive
Fee. For the current academic
year, Tuition is $3,666 and the
Comprehensive Fee is $3,354.
More than one third ($1,227) of

each student's Comprehensive men's basketball team last year, has
Fee goes towards Athletics.
not been substantiated, it is not
The next highest significant unlikely in light of the contracts
the Athletic Department has made
with other universities this year.
Men's basketball alone has
raked in $208,500 by making contracts to play big name schools.
UVA and Kansas State both paid
$50,000 a piece. Villanova shelled
out $40,000. Overall, all Athletic
teams combined made $252,500
from contracts this year, up from
$80,050 last year.
Longwood Athletics currently
ongwood Men's Basket ba
has
to schedule all their own
recieved $208,500 in compenA
games
during the hazy transition
nation from Division I schools
to
Division
I status. It is to a top
during 200S-06 season.
Photo courtesy of Longwood Public school's great advantage to play a
Helationt
team of Longwood's caliber. A
revenue source for the Athletic game with Longwood is perceived
Department has been made the by them to be a guaranteed win
subject of a recent rumor flying which increases their rankings. For
around campus. While the partic- the same reason it is to the
ular rumor, that Wake Forest paid I-ongwood team's disadvantage, so
Longwood $60,000 to play the the consolation is a large check.
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Words From The Editor: Longwood=A Raging Good Time
■ Last week I was
giving a tour to
prospective students
visiting
Longwood and
was prompted
with the ever so
famous
question-"Why
should I choose Longwood
over another school?"
On this tour there was a
particularly eager young man
who really loved the campus
and really hopes that he
receives an acceptance letter.
After I left him I was walking home down High Street
and I realized that I too really
love Longwood. I am not
much for conventions or overt
school spirit, but I can no
longer hold back my feelings
for our university. Like most
incoming students, I was
apprehensive about residing
in Farmville during the supposed "greatest" or "most

important years of my life."
I think that these anticipated
expectations only set some
up for disappointment.
I finally realized that
being here is not a part my
life that I will look back on
with fondness and smile at
the thought-it is life and if
you or I fail to embrace it
with the intensity it deserves,
all
of
the
carpe
diem/noctem
attitudes
imposed will quickly transition into post-mortem pursuits.
It was here in Farmville
that I was affected, liberated,
changed, loved and experienced my greatest loss of
innocence (not a coy reference to my perished virginity). I have undergone a collaborative
experience—a
reincarnation through life
rather than death because a
part of the people that have
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left or I will be leaving, will forever remain with me.
My English professors are
all equally wonderful and have
played an overwhelming role in
this process. Dr. Booker for her
persistent
optimism
and
attempt to make technical writing fun. Dr. Heady for expressing so much excitement while
teaching that he cannot help
but throw objects through the
room. Dr. Van Ness for making
modernist poetry intense. Dr.
Cook for showing the importance of southern agrarianism.
Brett Hursey for making
English 400 applicable and
making the class listen to
"Alice's Restaurant." And Dr.
Challendar for climbing a
Magnolia tree with me and
pointing out the over-prevalent
presence of phallic symbols in
our society and on our campus.
In my time off from developing an affinity for the English
department, I have made the
best friends one can imagine.
Such as Liah who is never

afraid to speak out social
injustices and always provides
motivation while going on
"destination frat party in the
snow," by reminding us of the
pain suffered by those who
endured the Trail of Tears.
And my rugby coach John
Graham, who always calls to
hear my excuse for skipping
practice and hath no no apprehensions about punching me
in my broken rib to see if I am
capable of playing in our next
game.
The rest of my wonderful
friends, whom I rage with on a
regular basis, probably do not
want their activities printed,
like Cait my secretary who
likes to stand in the middle of
the road and ask, "why does
everybody hate moi?" and
Kristen-SGA Pres./underwear
model and Krissy-the big
mean girl, and Clay the future
P.E. teacher.
These people are the real
spirit of Longwood. It is not a
secret, robed organization that

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:

Warnings
and
Praise

I have read with interest your
recent articles about Reverend
David Wiley, who presendy resides
in the local jail.
Janet Jones,
While he may deserve our symI sincerely appreciate and thank
pathy, we should be cautious about
you
for your response to my letter
regarding him as any type of marto
the
editor last week.
tyr.
Thank
you for clarifying your
Reverend Wiley has been
intentions.
around Farmville off and on for
I suppose it is a sad truth.
several decades.
It seems to me that people have
He is a physically intimidating
so much fighting against them
figure, and his method of preach- when
it
comes
to
ing has often been to get in some- relationships/marriage, that I'd
one's face and preach loudly and like to see more efforts to try and
forcefully.
increase the odds.
I have witnessed him follow and
I hope that there are no hard
viciously malign women whom he feelings, just a difference of opinthought were immodest or ungod- ion.
On a side note: I rather enjoyed
lyyour
editorial this week.
While his harassment was verI usually disagree, but this week
bal, those women felt physically
I commend you on your observathreatened by his manner.
tions.
We should all be able to walk
I felt as though it showed a difdown the street without feeling
ferent side of you that we (the
threatened or harassed.
readers) do not usually get to see
Nobody should be able to take in your editorials.
away that right from us, not even a
So, Brava, and I hope we get to
reverend.
see more editorials like this.
- Dr. Robert P. Webber

-Caidyn Carroll

only comes out at night, but
rather the beauty and freedom and experience of the
campus, town and people as a
whole.
Since I am only trusted
with five columns of opinion
each week, I cannot do justice in expressing my gratitude to everyone who has
aided in shaping my life the
past four years
To those afore mentioned
and those I left out, there is
only one thing I can write, to
adequately express myself,

xoxo.

4*pJanet Jones
Editor-in-Chief

Off-Campus

Student
Housing: A
Survey
Caitlin Flanagan
Secretary
Every spring hundreds of
undergrads apply to move off
campus in an attempt to obtain
the holy grail of college life: an
apartment. After weeks, sometimes months, of nail-biting
anticipation, a select group of
students receive letters of
release. These newly emancipated individuals must now face
their most challenging question:
Where do I live?
There are several options for
students who wish to live off
campus.
These include
Sunchase Apartments,
Longwood Village Apartments
and Walk2Campus Propertiesamong others. Unfortunately,
some students make the mistake
of assuming that apartment
complexes offer renters a problem-free alternative to the landlord-tenant relationship.
Renting from Farmville area
apartment complexes
like
Longwood
Village
and
Sunchase can present just as
many problems to leasers as a
disgrunded landlord.

See HOUSING p.12
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props:
Th&"Acti\tit" iyyotu-ouiietfor battlingiociali^'uttu^and^tKCng^thatiuc^ Thit-U-your
your chanca to- do iomething- about iocietal e*uy, LmteacL ofjuit whining' about themi So
ipeak up ound/ act up. &ecauie>, if you/'rc not mad', you're/ not paying- attentioni Email
Actixitt idea* to rotiu^da@longwood'.edu.

+ Funny facial expressions

Poor living conditions in Wheeler Becoming an Unbearable Problem

+ Getting the last confectionary sugar cupcake

+ Good friends making cameos in your dreams
+ Discovering extra money in your bank account
+ Clearing your name of wrongful accusations
+ Missing a class, then finding out it was cancelled

Erica Dickson
Guest Writer

Close your eyes and think.
Imagine being in your nice, warm
bed on a cold, winter night. It's
Sunday night and your weekend is
winding down.
All you want to do now is go to
sleep to be well rested for the
stressful week ahead.
Now imagine your bed is in a
factory—equipment all around
you, clanking, screaming, clicking,
grinding, whistling, loud humming, pounding, buzzing.
You open your eyes to realize
this is not a dream; you just live in
Wheeler.
Last night, like many nights
in the past, my roommate, Liz
Chenery, and I returned to our
room after my radio show and
were greeted by the clanking,
humming, screaming radiator.
Vie dropped our stuff and
called campus police.
After many incidents like
this in the past, I have learned
that there is an after hours work
order phone number, but if it is
an emergency work order after
hours, we are to call campus
police.
We had heard this noise many
times before, but not to the point
where we felt unsafe, not to the
point where we were uncomfortable calling campus police, and
never tp the point where I didn't
want to be at Longwood anymore.
The woman I spoke with on
the phone was very patient with
me and after I had explained that
this has happened before but has
never been this bad, she said she
would send an officer over.
About 10 minutes after I got
off the phone with her, I had
started to change clothes when
two Ixmgwood police officers
walked right into our room.
When I explained the situation
to one officer (I believe his name
was Johnson), he was very rude
and patronizing.
I had never been treated that

way by anyone before, especially
not by the Longwood police who
have always been nice and understanding in the past.
All he kept saying was, "I
understand, I understand," while
I was trying to talk.
I wanted to say, "No you don't!
You try to sleep here," but I felt
that would not be the best thing
to say to a police officer.
I looked to the other officer
for some sympathy, but he never
said a word.
Officer Johnson walked over
to Liz's bed and moved her
things (without asking) to get to
the radiator.

He then told me that they
couldn't make anyone from facilities come in this late and that we
would just have to deal with it.
After they left, the woman
from the police department
called my room back to say there
was someone from facilities on
his way.
The man from facilities was
completely polite and understanding.
I apologized for dragging him
away from his home so late, and
he said he didn't mind and he
hoped we could get some sleep.
We went to bed and just as we
were starting to drift off, the
humming started again.
We didn't want to have to deal
with campus police again and we
didn't want to have to drag that
nice man out of bed again, so we
thought we could deal with it.
It progressively got worse until
the clanking, humming and
screaming was so loud 1 couldn't
hear Liz yell at me from across

the room.
I called campus police again,
and she got upset with me and
said we should have called sooner because now they would have
to call someone different.
They sent a plumber in, but
he took quite a while to get here
and get it quiet enough for us to
sleep.
Then for the rest of the
night, every time we started to
drift off, the buzzing would start
up again just long enough to
wake us up.
I don't remember falling
asleep, but must have done so a
little after 7 a.m.
To top it all off, my alarm
clock didn't go off and I felt
really sick when I woke up.
I threw on a jacket and
headed to class to turn in what
was due and to tell my professor that I was sick.
I don't believe I've had one
solid hour of sleep Perhaps 4
hours of sleep total.
Normally, I'm one of those
people that go to bed just after
midnight every night because I
have 9 a.m. classes every day.
I spoke with several other
people on my hall. Apparently
the noise can only be heard to
that extreme from 201-205,
barely heard in 206, and barely
heard anywhere on the 3rd
floor. The other side of the hall
cannot hear it at all.
I spoke with some people
who were sitting outside the
building; they said they could
hear something that sounded
like construction, as did some
people who live on the first
floor.
For those of us that can hear
it, it is causing severe sleep deprivation, and beginning to hinder our academic performance.
When I addressed this with
the Housing office last semester, they said that it is just something that happens in the buildings that are steam heated, there
is nothing they can do, they are

+ Song lyrics that express exactly how you feel
+ Losing yourself in a piece of literature
+ Fortune cookies that redefine your life
Drops:
- People who can't take a joke
- Growing noise pollution from cell phones
- Stinky feet for lack of showering
- Averaging two hours of sleep a night
- Failing a test after studying 12 hours for it
- Friends who have no concept of time
- Ignorance of important current events
- Unconstitutional state legislation
- Working too hard and not even getting paid for it
not willing to issue any sort of
refund, and (at the time) they
couldn't offer to move us somewhere else.
But we don't feel we should
have to move.
Most of us live in Wheeler for
a reason - it's quieter and doesn't
smell bad.
We don't feel we should have
to go out in the cold, wake up a
friend, and bunk with them.
We don't feel we should have
to pay just as much as everyone
else to live under these conditions.
When I came to this school,
we were made to believe that the
residence halls would be our
home away from home and that
we are paying to live in comfortable conditions.
Yet Housing will not address
this problem any further.
I keep hearing "just deal with
it" from the very people who are
supposed to be here to hdp me.
I challenge those people to try
sleeping in the lounge next to my
room for a night when that noise
is present, when they know they
have a busy day ahead.
While I understand that no living situation will ever be perfect,
I should be able to fed comfort
rather than anxiety when going
to the place that is supposed to
be my home here on campus.

kttpc//www]ancer
Jongwoodedtt/org
/rotunda/
lie Kohmdas online
~ check us out!
Up^to^daite articles,
ads, and otter
inionnation will be
available at tke
aboveURL
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Does God Want Homosexuals to Be Persecuted?
Krislen Casalenuovo
Opinion li/litor

There is an outrage going on in
our state. Almost more atrocious
is the lack of awareness that the
Bill of Rights is being trampled
on by the very government that is
supposed to protect it. The
unconstitutional legislation being
discussed in the Virginia General
Assembly this session is "enough
to make a body ashamed of the
human race," if I may borrow
Mark Twain's words.
I.ast month, the House passed
a bill (HB1308) targeted at gaystraight alliance (GSA) groups
that would allow local school
boards to prohibit student clubs
promoting sexual activity from
meeting on school grounds. It
misconstrues the purpose of
GSA's entirely. These groups are
necessary for an enlightened
society to recognize and respect
differences among its members.
The formation of GSA's is
already protected under Tbe
Federal Equal Access Ad which

requires school boards to recognize all legitimate student groups
if they choose to recognize any.
Disagreement With the viewpoint
of the club is irrelevant.
Two weeks ago, the Senate
Committee on General I.aws and
Technology killed a bill (SB700)
that would ban job discrimination by state and local governments based on sexual orientation. It is yet another blatant
example of our government pandering to the whims of
Christian fundamentalist rhetoric
such as Jack Knapp of the
Virginia
Assembly
of

Independent Baptists. Knapp is
quoted by the Richmond TimesDispatch, "God created different races. God created different
genders. God did not create
homosexuals."
The most alarming legislation
is the passage of a bill (HB374)
last week that would amend the
state constitution to limit the
I"// homosexuality were incorpoA
rated into a religion, woulc
qual freedoms be restored?"
rights of homosexuals who wish
to marry or form civil union. Its
final fate rests on the consciences of Virginia residents
voting in the November elections.
If I have to endure the sanctity of marriage argument one
more time I am going to move
to France and apply for refugee
status. Marriage hasn't been
sacred since divorce surpassed it
in frequency. If two consenting
adults wish to express their profound love for one another by
taking vows of eternal union,
why not? Who has the right to
take away such a deeply personal
decision?
Perhaps God docs. In

Leviticus 18:22 God states "You
may not lie with a man as with a
woman; it is an abomination." If
you rewind back to 7:23-27, you
can also read where God prohibits eating the fat and blood of
animals. He promises "the soul
that eateth it shall be cut off
from his people." Unless you are
a strict vegetarian, you can not
claim that Scripture dictates the
immorality of homosexuality
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Pats Corner: K Professors Can Make

without employing a double standard for your interpretation.
In a state that doesn't allow
hunting on Sundays, it may come
as no surprise that violence motivated by the victim's sexual orientation is not legally considered
a hate crime. I can't help but
wonder, would the General
Assembly address the issue if
homosexuals were sadistically
brutalizing heterosexuals? But
the reverse is true, so bigots arc
free to persecute the religiously
immoral.
How long will our legal system
be dictated by the beliefs of
Bible-wielding ultraconservatives? The First Amendment
states, "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the
&et exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble."
The same statement originally
meant to protect basic freedoms
is ironically disregarded for many
American citizens today. If
homosexuality were incorporated
into a religion, would equal freedoms be restored?
As my mind wanders through
the inalienable rights our country
was founded on I am blinded by
the horrendous hypocrisy of our
government. If you don't conform to stringent Christian interpretations of morality you can
kiss your freedom good bye.
"Equal rights" doesn't mean that
all arc free just the same. "Fqual
rights" just means only the same
are all free.

Tenure Wnu Not Students?
Pat Gorham

But last night, in an epiphany, I
solved my personal dilemma. If
I am a big music junkie. Even professors can make tenure, why
more so, if there is a very solid can't students? They would be a
movie I just saw, nine times out useful resource that would make
of ten I'd immediately run out Longwood University the cutting
edge of higher education.
and grab the soundtrack.
Students who are in good
Suing Kids, Rnsbmort, and
standing
can apply for another
Trainspotting scores all have to be
few
years
of
awesomeness. Don't
in my top five CDs that I have in
mv collection. Furthermore, to think anyone can become a full
wrap up this wee tirade before tenured student. It will require a
getting to the fat of this column, very difficult and challenging
I often wondered what songs exam and interview process.
The exam will include not only
would be in the soundtrack of
academic questions, but also
our lives.
For one fateful day last semes- material needed to be a useful
ter, as I was discussing my aca- tool to the community such as the
demic schedule with my advisor, experiences garnered over the
the perfect song came into mind. course of many years.
With that in mind there would
"/ read tbe news today old boy. "
The opening line to the Beatles be no need for RAs. |ust stick one
song "A Day in the Life" just kept tenured student on each floor.
cycling through my head as my These valuable student citizen
advisor told me the so-called leaders have seen everything and
g(K)d news. I only have eleven know everything about what goes
more classes and then my under- on, thus their rule will be unquesgrad career is through. Since that tioned and obeyed with an iron
horrific scene 1 have been what fist.
Sorry ambassadors, though I
can no doubt be described as
do hail your valiant efforts, I feel
depressed.
I know some would be happy tenured students would give betand ecstatic about the prospect of ter tours. Not because they
heading out to the real world. would know what they are talking
Make real money, but as about, but tenured students
Spiderman says, "With great would have been around when
power, comes great responsibili- the building, about to be disty." I don't want responsibility. I cussed, was being built. Also
love college for that sole reason. since you have to be an all around
It just makes me more and more smarty, they'd leave out the part
distraught that I am going to have about it not being completed on
to give up my lifestyle that I have time.
It's just a dream. A dream I
come to know and love.
doubt will ever come true. Sadly,
I am going to have to face the fact
and graduate. I am not looking
forward to it. In fact, I am dreading it. All the family and friends
• I <h*ft haw* much time loft at Lonawood. Why *bemd I ajhre
cheering you on as you get a bit
to the Coaler Chalanae program whea I will ao longer ha
of paper that says, "you did it
oa campu* to receive tka benefit* af any gHtt"
great job!"
If* alaple: thaf• what for Mar student* have do no far ]
But if I remember correctly, I
The uapu yoa aoa today did aot aprlng ap overnight.
already have a card from my
When Longwood waa founded la 1a39, everyone lived, ate,
grandpa saying, "'way to go sport,
learned and atudled la oaa building - Ruffner Hall. Mac* then,
you did it" birthday card when I
thousand* of alumni and student* have made gift* to support
aot oaly our campus, bat also oar department* aad programs
turned five. So what's the big
for al alumni and students.
deal?
Watch for opportunities throughout the semester to make
On graduation day, if you see a
a alft of an, amount to the 14th Annual Sou lor CbaNeage.
guy with a big frown on his face,
Yaa may also make your alft to Senior Challenge online at:
www.lougwood-eduiaaVeneeMe nUaeel orchaHeege.html
that's me. Just give me a hug and
tell me everything will be okay.
Because I sure as hell won't.
Staff Whirr

R i s e to t h e Challe nge

teufwd Warvereay reeawraea I kaurie getoCmagv

ra.ee> I Nth!

aufadtwuiawil'aaaelmli
■MMMMMMBI

I VaOa.3W.Ji1B

Cheers,
Pat
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Job Fair Caters to
Variety of Students

C^Span Visits
Longwood Campus
Jason Long
Staff Writer

C-SPAN visited the campus of
l-ongwood
University
last
Thursday, February 16, to tape
an event with Bevin Alexander,
author of How America Got it
Right: The U.S. March to Military
and Political Supremacy.
Alexander, an author of nine
books on military history, has
been an adjunct professor at
Ixingwood for nearly ten years.
Dr. James Munson, chair of
the Longwood Department of
History, Political Science, and
Philosophy, provided a short
introduction,
after
which
Alexander proceeded by reading
an excerpt from his latest book.
Alexander began by saying
"the easiest way to get a handle
on the world view of Americans
is to realize that we think of ourselves as inhabiting an island."
He continued to say "the
steadfast resolve to protect our
island lies at the heart of all our
dreams and aspirations as a people, and defines everything the
United States has been, is, and
hopes to be."
Covering a brief history of
America that included everything
from the Monroe Doctrine to
the recent conflict in Iraq,
Alexander
concluded
that
America "is the only nation that
will actually go into the world
and strike down eviL.for these

reasons, we must dominate the
political life of this planet, and
we must keep an invincible military as an ever-present deterrence."
After the conclusion of his
speech, Alexander fielded questions from the audience for close
to an hour.
Exhibiting an intellect that has
allowed him to serve as an adviser to the Rand Corporation and a
participant in a recent war game
simulation run by the Training
and Doctrine Command of the
U.S. Army, Alexander answered
questions ranging from what
America did wrong during the
post-Cold war era, to what challenges America might face, economically and militarily, in the
upcoming future.
Alexander exclaimed his belief
that economically "we are going
to have a devil of a time in the
next twenty-five years of competing with China," going on to
say that as a people, the Chinese
are on the rise and will be very
successful in years to come.
However, he did not feel the
same way about the United
States facing a potential military
rival, pointing out that it would
be too expensive to compete
with America in that sense, and
"if anybody ever tries to do it,
we are going to out do it."
When questioned about
America potentially losing allies
by taking on Iraq without UN
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Naomi Pearson
Copy Editor

On Thursday, February 16, the
career center hosted the spring
job and internship fair in
Lankford Student Union from
approval, he answered that 12-4 p.m. Representatives from
Europe has no choice but to stick more than 40 companies and
by America's side, and that we organizations filled the ballroom,
will not necessarily lose allies by the A, B, C and Amelia rooms
what we do, but "by what we and overflowed into the hall.
don't do."
While many of the businesses
In what was one of the more were local to the Richmond area
interesting moments of the or Virginia, national companies
evening, Alexander was probed also had a presence.
by one I^ongwood student about
Contrary to popular belief, the
some of the miscalls of America recruiters were not just targeting
in the past, which led to the business majors, although there
author admitting that America were plenty of offerings that
may have only "kind of got it would appeal to them. In fact,
right", but went on to further say most of the opportunities availthat "we kind of got it right a able were open to students of all
whole lot more than we kind of majors. For example, Apex
got it wrong."
Systems, Inc., a technical staffing
How America Got it Right: company, accepts any applicant
The US. March to Military and with a Bachelor's degree, because
Political Supremacy, along with the company will provide all the
the rest of Alexander's books, is necessary training. The Science
available online at Amazon.com Museum of Virginia offers
as well as the campus bookstore. internships and volunteer posiTo learn more about Bevin tions in fields such as marketing,
Alexander, check out his website public relations, education and
at www.bevinalexander.com.
corporate development.
However,
even
if
the
recruiter's booth and literature
may have targeted students with
specific majors, it doesn't mean
that the company does not have
openings for others.
Ellen Masters, assistant director of the career center, and
Longwood Alum, majored in
graphic design. She said she realizes that when she was a student
she didn't put as much effort into
exploring the resources that the
Longwood Professor and
Author, Bevin Alexander.

job and internship fairs at
Longwood provided. It hadn't
occurred to her until much later
that the Kroger Company wasn't
all groceries and management—it
had a graphic design department
in their corporate offices.
Masters urges students to take
advantage of the contacts they
make at internship and job fairs.
To find out about possible
opportunities that may not be
publicized, she said, "Ask them,
"Who do I need to talk to?' Pass
on your resume to pass on to that
department"
"Don't limit yourself to paid
opportunities."
She
added,
"[unpaid internships] may lead to
paid ones or to the person who
will pay or to another job."
Not every student attending
the fair came with the intention
of actively searching for a job or
internship and securing an interview. Some wandered past the
booths, read the displays, spoke
briefly to the representatives,
picked up literature and business
cards and left. Masters said that is
perfecdy acceptable behavior. She
encourages underclassmen, even
if they aren't ready for an internship to take a look, and see how a
job or internship fair works. "Get
acquainted with people so you are
familiar, with them, more comfortable and less intimidated," she
said. "Learn how to network."
Although there are no more
general job or internship fairs
scheduled for this semester, students may go to the Career
Center website to access
LancerTrak and search for internship and employment opportunities. The Career Center in the
library has resources to help students to find more positions or to

5pring 200G Citizen Leader 5eries Presents.
A Daily C^rind: dunning A business With a
C\oba\. Reach

Monday, February 27
7 PM in Hull Auditorium
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Film Review. Irreversible

Fat Tuesday Comes to
Long-wood
Jonnelle Davis
What is less known about
Mardi Gras is its relation to the
Christmas season, through the
ordinary-time interlude known in
many Catholic cultures as
Carnival. (Ordinary time, in the
Christian calendar, refers to the
normal "ordering" of time outside of the Advent/Christmas or
I.ent/Easter seasons.
Carnival comes from the Latin

40 Days, which was preceded by
a brief season of feasting, costumes and merrymaking.
The Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Life in conjunction with
Aramark wanted to join in the
festivities this as well as provide
students with an exciting alternative to the usual Mardi Gras
activities. To that end, both
offices will be sponsoring a Pie
Eating Contest on Tuesday,
February 28, 2006 at 6:00 in the

words came vale, meaning
"farewell to the flesh." I Jke many

Lee Grand Dinning Hall. All
clubs and organizations are invit-

Catholic holidays and seasonal
celebrations, it likely has its roots
in pre-Christian traditions based
on the seasons. Some believe the
festival represented the few days
added to the lunar calendar to
make it coincide with the solar
calendar; since these days were
outside the calendar, rules and

ed to register a contestant.
Spaces are limited, and prizes will
be offered. The winner will
receive $100 Ixingwood dollars,
and the 2nd place contestant will
receive $50 Longwood dollars.

Guest Writer

customs were not obeyed.
Others see it as a late-winter celebration designed to welcome
the coming spring. As early as the
middle of the second century,
the Romans observed a Fast of

Contestants are responsible for
eating one pie as fast as possible,
and entry is free. Students can
sign up in Lankford 225.
Everyone is invited to come out
an watch what promises to be an
interesting event at 6:00pm in the
Dorrill Dining Hall on Tuesday,

February 24, 2006

Alex Stora
Staff Writer

In my years of watching
movies, I have seen a headacheinducing variety of genres. 1
think 1 would fit this one under
the sign that says "PRETENTIOUS." Despite the inclusion of the soul-snatching!;
beautiful Monica Bellucci. I
left this viewing unfulfillo
shakingmy head and no retention of what I had just
watched.
The film deals with three
friends; Alex, her boyfriend]
Marcus, and her ex-boyfriendl
Pierre. They all go to a party,!
and when Alex leaves early,
she is brutally raped. Marcus
and Pierre then take matters
into their own hands. The
catch? Everything is played
out backwards.
With a running time of 90
minutes and an early draft of the
script that was three pages long,
this movie is proof that you can
only get so far with a gimmick,
Basically, there is no story here,
Plot? Character development?
Theme? A legitimate reason
behind showcasing gratuitous

Motivate Me: Quotes to Inspire
"A man travels the world over in search of what he needs and returns home to find it."Qeorge Moore
"Travel has no Conner any charm for me. I have seen aH the foreign countries I want to
except heaven & he(t& I have only a vague curiosity about one of those." -Mark Twain
"The worCdis a booh and those who do not traveCreadonfy one page." St. Augustine
"A man of ordinary talent wiff always Be ordinary, whether he travels or not; hut a man
of superior talent (which I cannot deny myself to Be without Being impious) wiffgo to pieces
if he remains forever in the same place." -'Wolfgang Amaaeus Mozart
Saturday, March 25th (exact rime TBA)
EcoQuest is a Longwood Outdoor Club sponsored adventure race around our
wonderful town of Farmville.
The race includes running, outdoor related challenges, sweat, and lots of fun!
Teams: Teams will consist of 4 members, with at least 1 of them being of the opposite sex.
Basically, no ALL-girl or ALL-boy teams!
Cost: The cost for running the race is $12 per person. This money will go towards an
awesome Outdoor Club designed T-shirt and prizes.
Equipment: You will want to wear clothes appropriate for the race, i.e. things that can get
dirty, wet, and basically tattered and destroyed. Also, you will want to wear comfortable
running shoes, wear suntan lotion, bring a water bottle, and sunglasses if you want. There
will be water checkpoints along the race, so that everyone stays completely hydrated. You
will also want to have your insurance card available to fill out a participant form.
To sign up, we will be sitting in the dining hall lobby with applications.
Please bring your money when you sign up.
THE LAST DAY TO SIGN UP FOR THE RACE IS FRIDAY, MARCH 3RD.

no developed story. I am all for
movics that try to break boundaries and show the sad and ugly
side of existence-in this case,

■

February 28, 2006.

EcoQuesT

violence? None that I could see. the damn place (think Blair Witch
The biggest problem that I had Project, but rnind-bogglingly
with this movie, is that there is worse), to the point that it can

rape-but it's worth nothing if 1
can't care about the characters
and there is no story behind it.
Almost all of the dialogue had to
be improvised. For example,
there is a scene with all three
characters in the subway just having a conversation. Now, if there
had been a skilled screenwriter in
charge, that scene would've given
depth and meat to the characters,
Instead, it became an immature
and
meaningless
dialogue
exchange that went nowhere,
The fact that the rape and
revenge take a good hour out of
the film left no time for any
essential storytelling ingredients.
If there is other reason not to
watch this movie, it's the camera
work. Basically it's just some
body waving the camera all over

Are you interested in...
Learning about other countries?
Making new friends?
Helping out those who don't know
the United States very well?
Learning about other cultures?
Being a friend and a mentor to an
International student?
Traveling and going to cool places
with an International student?
Rooming with an International student?

make you physically sick. 1 understood that the director wanted to
visually show chaos with the camera, but this was just too much. 1
heard this is the main reason why
audience members at the Cannes
screening left the movie (even I
had to close my eyes for a few
minutes).
Additionally, the director,
Gaspar Noe, saw fit to include
28Hz background noise (it is
known to cause vertigo and sickness in some people) in the first
30 minutes of the film to heighten the sense of violence on the
screen.
Monica Bellucci did okay as
Alex, but I never cared about her
character. I blame her lack of
screen time for this problem.
Vincent Cassel was the most realistic of the bunch as Marcus, and
his scenes came off very naturally,
Albert Dupontel did fine with the
material he had to work with, but
his character, Pierre, wasn't all that
interesting; he was too much of a
doormat,
Maybe the movie should've
been longer, to make time to
invest in the characters, and it
would've been better if the film
was shown in a forward timeline,
making events all the more shocking. I felt that, this was one of the
most pompous, self-indulgent
movies I have seen in a long time,
I'm sorry there isn't more for you
loyal readers, but when a movie
sucks, it sucks,

If you are interested in being
an international buddy, please
contact Lonnie Calhoun at calhounli(5),longwood.edu or
Ashley Greene at
avgreene(S>longwood.edu or
visit the website:
http://www.longwood.edu/mcaffairs/international/buddyprogram.htm

If you are interested in having
Longwood's International students an International Student as a
come from: Britain, China, France, roommate, contact Lonnie
Spain, Columbia, Canada, and
Calhoun at
many other places!
calhounli(a).longwood.edu.
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Former Drama Professor and Student Appear in Tke Vagina Monologues
Richmond Theatre
Are Coming

her Inquisitor has tremendous
Friday's opening night performA Longwood University theatre
power
and
transcends
gender,"
ance of The Lark...Thomas is
professor and one of her former
the
review
said.
the star at the center of this unistudents have two of the major
Thomas,
who
lives
in
verse, and she shines with a light
roles in the current production
Richmond and works on the
both clear and beautiful."
of The Lark at Barksdale Theatre
East Coast, is the resident
Two other 1-ongwood graduin Richmond.
instructor and program coordiates who are former students of
Pamela Arkin, associate profesnator at the School of the
Arkin also are appearing in
sor of theatre, is playing the
Performing
Arts
in
the
Richmond theatre productions.
Inquisitor, and Erin Thomas, a
Richmond
Community
Tony Foley, a 1998 graduate
1997 Longwood graduate who is
(SPARC).
A
member
of
the
who, like Thomas, is a profesa professional stage and film
Screen
Actors
Guild
and
the
sional Richmond-based actor, is
actress, is portraying Joan of Arc
Actor's
Equity
Association,
she
playing the male lead in
in Lillian Hellman's 1955 adaptaBarefoot in the Park at the
tion of Jean Anouilh's play about
Barksdale Theatre at Hanover
the 15th-century French heroine.
Tavern, which opened Jan. 27
The Lark, produced in associaand runs through April 2. Also
tion with the Acts of Faith
in that production, another
Festival, opened Feb. 10 and runs
Longwood graduate, Frank
through March 19 at The Shops
Creasy (*82), has a minor role
at Willow Lawn, Barksdale's
(the telephone repairman).
home since 1996.
Barksdale Theatre this season is
Arkin, who is Thomas's menpresenting plays not only at
tor, is a professional actress
Thomas left and Pamela ^rfcinjwinow j awn but also at
who has studied at the Royaltr,n
t.
Photo courtesy ofrXobyn O'Neill Hanover Tavern, its former
National Theatre in London, r'^
has appeared in three films and
home.
has had leading roles in more
more
than
20
theatre
produc"After one weekend, the entire
than 30 productions and made
tions
at
the
Barksdale,
the
original run of the show, which
almost 1,000 commercials. She
Firehouse Theatre, the Ashland
had been scheduled to run
has
directed
numerous
Stage Company, the Experiential
through March 5, sold out," said
Iiongwood Theatre productions.
Theatre Company, an interna|udi Crenshaw, a spokeswoman
In her collaborations with artists
tional theatre
festival
in
for Barksdale Theatre and
in Eastern and Central Europe,
Romania and elsewhere.
Theatre IV. "We have extended
she has worked with the experiIn a review in the Feb. 15 edithe show twice (two weeks each
mental Dah Teatar in Belgrade,
tion
of
Style
Weekly,
a
time) to accommodate the ticket
Yugoslavia, in 2002 and did a
Richmond-area
arts
magazine,
demand."
sabbatical in Romania in 1997,
the critic, noting that he had first
David Janeski, a 2003 graduone of four trips to that country.
seen Thomas perform in
ate, is playing the puppet manipHer performance in The Lark
Chekhov's The Seagull about
ulator in a 15-state tour with
was praised in the Feb. 12 issue
seven years ago, said "Ever
Theatre IV's musical play Stuart
of the Richmond Timessince, Thomas has consistently
IJrtle, which began Feb. 2 and
Dispatch.
delivered
top-notch
performends
May 14. It will be present"There are unusual casting
ances
in
a
wide
variety
of
local
ed April 18 at Gold Hill
choices, such as having (Arkin) .
productions. But she had never
Elementary
School
in
play the Inquisitor, who in any
floored me quite like that first
Buckingham County.
period would certainly have been
show. That is, not until last
a man. But Arkin is so good that

Philadelphia Dance Company to Perform at Longwood
Eleone Dance Theatre, which
has been called Philadelphia's
"hottest" dance company, will
present a concert at Longwood
University on Wednesday, March
8, at 7:30 p.m. in the Willett Hall
dance studio.
Klcone, a professional company founded in 1995, "offers work
instilled with spiritual dynamism
and urban passion," Philadelphia
Weekly has said. The company's
web site says it "embodies exceptional artistry and a profound
sense of spirituality that evokes an
aura of healing in the audiences

whose souls they touch."
Eleone's executive director,
Dr. Sheila Ward, who also is one
of its dancers, is a former student of Rodney Williams, artistic director of the Longwood
Company of Dancers. Dr.
Ward, a member of the Norfolk
Sate University faculty, was a
student of his in Richmond,
both with the Richmond Public
Schools and at the Robert
Pemberton Performing Arts
Center.
Tickets for the general public
are $8 in advance and $10 at the

door, and for all students they are
$4 in advance and $5 at the door.
Tickets go on sale Feb. 8 at the
Jarman Box Office, open
Tuesdays through Thursdays
from 2 to 4 p.m., and also may be
purchased at the dance studio the
evening of the performance.
The concert is sponsored by
the Longwood Company of
Dancers and the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. For more
information, phone Rodney
Williams at 395-2548.

Eve F.nsler is the award winning
author
of
Vagina
Monologues. From this novel,
V-Day has formed. V-day is a
On March 2-4, 2006 at 7:30 p.m.
global
movement to stop viothe Vagina Monologues will be
performing in Jarman. The cost lence against women and girls.
Unfortunately, the program has
is $3.00 for students and $5.00
not been met without facing
for the general public.
Kryss Peet, a junior at adversity.
Several religious groups
Longwood, is organizing the
located
on campus have tried to
event and Renata Schafferprohibit
the program from
Gotchsek is in charge of directing the performance. The facul- coming to Longwood. One
group, which wishes
ty advisor
\"lt's not just about vagiA
is Kerstein aas. It is really a catalyst to remain anonymous,
Soderlund. to raise awareness and to believes the producThere stop
violence
against tion to be vulgar and
are approx- women most of the mono- improper. But Peet
states,
imately 20 logues have little to dc reassuringly
"It's
not
just
about
actresses with sex."- Kryss Peet
vaginas. It is really a
and four
catalyst to raise awareness and
different sponsors for the show.
The sponsors include Alpha to stop violence against women
Sigma Tau, Alpha Psi Omega, most of the monologues have
little to do with sex."
Unity
Alliance,
and
the
Items will be for sale at the
Longwood
Theatre
show
including t-shirts for only
Department.
The proceeds
$10.00
that say "Vaginas are for
from the show will go to the
lovers". For more information
Madeline House of Farmville
about V-day, information is
and a rape crisis center program
that will be instilled at available at www.vday.org.
Krisiina Johnson
Staff Writer

Longwood next semester.

Did You Know?
Longwood's ropes course is
located just 2 miles from
campus and is great for
group events and team
building!
For more information and
scheduling visit
www.loncpwood.edu/recreation/
ropes course.edu or stop
by the Campus Recreationj

Office
located in Her.

Calendar
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For tke Week of February 24 - Marck 2
Friday the 24th

Saturday the 25th

Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire
7 pm ABC Rooms

Women's Rugby
VS Radibrd
2 pin Longwood Ave

Magicain
Brain Brushwood

Softball:
Longwood Classic
10 am VS. Quinnipac
N(x>n Vs Radford

10 pm
Lankford Ballroom
The Adding Machine
8 pm
Jarman Auditorium
Men's Tennis
VS. Richmond
2 pm Tennis Field

Sunday the 26th
Baseball
VS. Coppin State
Noon Lancer Field

Sunday the 26th

Monday the 27th
Faculty Recital:

WMLU
Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Room 207
Hiner
Auditorium

David Niethamer, Calrinet
7:30 pm
Molnar Recital Hall
LongwcHxl Ambassador
Open House
9:30pm
Lankford Ballroom
WMLU 91.3 Presents
Hypnosis Theater
w/ DJ Tingler

" 7-8pm

Tuesday the 28th
Women's lacrosse
Double Header
VS. Furman
3 pm
General Education Film Series:
Intimate Strangers

7 pm
LCVA Lower Level

!

Here are just some of the employers coming:

This just in, the Longwood Job and
Internship Fair is on Thursay, February
16th! Time to sign up is running out!
Don't be the one person who misses this
incredible opportunity! Not only will you
be able to find an internship at the fair, but
you may also find a job for when you
graduate!

CVS Pharmacy
First Investors Corporation
GEICO
Internal Revenue Sources
Kitty Hawk Sports
Kroger
NAVSEA Warfare Centers
Peace Corps
Science Museum of Virginia
S& KMenswear
SunTrust Bank
Target
Corporation
The Career Center is bringing 50 employYMCA Camp Silver Beach
ers to YOU! Take advantage of this offer!
EXTRA, EXTRA! Do you need to complete service hours? The Career Center needs help with the Longwood
Job and Internship Fair. What's available? Help Setting Up, Help Cleaning Up, Help During the Fair, Help
with transporting all of the employers.
Call the Career Center at X. 2063; Email the Career Center at career@longwood.edu; or Swing by the Career Center in Lancaster G08 - A

Wednesday the 1st
Baseball
VS. Old Dominion
2:30 pm
I^ancer Field

Thursday the 2nd
Vagina Monolouges
7:30 pm
Jarman Auditorium
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Jhose before u\ ha\e challenged us ic> seize
the day. He <// I In- Kotun<l.i mm challenge
vou r<■ do the same. Capture an instants in
your life, usiny around 100 words or /ess,
iImi /ny\ made a lifelong impression. Please
e-mail Thv Rotunda itit/i your responses or
an\ questions: rotundadl longwood.edu.

I had two Internet Explorer Websites
providing information for m\ Microsoft
Word paper, three IM conversations (one
with m\ roommate in the next room), when
m\ cell phone rang.. Not pausing from m\
work. I asked the caller if she knew where
she lasi saw my missing digital camera. Does
this sound familiar to anyone? Have we
become too technologically savvy to spend
"real" time with our friends and with ourselves? The next time you catch yourself
racing towards your Dell Laptop (if you're
hard drive hasn't crashed yet, it will) stop
yourself and ask if you reall) NEED to check
every< ne s awa\ messages right at that very
moment. Probably not! But while everyone
is out raging at th'e partv specificall) stated
in their away message, you will be sitting at
home alone wondering what to do with
your life minus technology.
By: Kristina Johnson
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Weekly Horoscopes
proverb* to Guide your Wag
•Aquarius oon.2o-rebis)

Capricorn (Dec. 22-jan. 19)
Tell me whom you love and I'll tell you
who you are.
-Creole

An orange never bears a lime.
-Seirra Leoneean

Y

PiSCeS (fcb. I9-Mereh 20)

firing (March 21-flpril 19)

If you saw what the river carried, you would never

Never promise a poor person, and
never owe a rich one.
-Brazilian

drink the water.
-Jamaican

*

Taurus wpm 20-Mey 20)

Gemini (May 21-june 21)
Be happy while you're living. For you're a
long time dead.
-Scottish

lo£0 (July 23-flugiut 22)
Thou too art mortal.
-Roman

Everybody loves a fool, but nobody
wants him for a son.
-West African

a

Cancer (June 22-juiy 22)

#^^V

If you can't ride two horses at once, you shouldn't
be in the circus.
-English, 20th century

^9

VirgO (Hug. 23. 22-$ept. 21)

lsibra (Sept. 22-October23)

Success and rest don't sleep together.
-Russian

A wise man makes his own decisions, an ignorant man follows public opinion.
-Chinese

§eorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 20

Sagittarius (Nov.&•*•&»)
*

IIP

Tell me and I'll forget. Show me, and I may not
remember. Involve me, and I'll understand.
-Native American

When a twig grows hard it is difficult
to twjst it. Every beginning is weak.
-Irish

HI

Call TODAY!
134-315-5866
208 Clark St
Farmville, VA

LQNGWOQD
VILLAGE

3 01

.......
Apartment Feautures:
- fully equipped kitchens
(i.e. dishwasher, microwave)
- private bedrooms & baths
- washer & dryer
- high speed Ethernet access included
- extended cable t.v. included
- $75 electric allowance/month included
- water and sewer included

*wiir

3

Community Amenities:
- compute
00m
- tanning bed
- live shuttle service

swimming pool and hot tub
- ample parking
\w>
- fitness ccntei
•

-•

• < nations:
12 to 24 months
Unfurnished S4Q0'
-1 umisned $430"

V-A

'•«

V* \

Hi ur ll months

V

■.•>{>•

(> in 9 months

...w*
YOU'VE SEEN THE
«*•■•■-,
♦♦
REST
NOW ITS TIME TO ++
LIVE AT THE BEST!

A-

• ••

1

-1 n
• 11

m

•• www.longwood-vlllage.com .• ••
■ ■ ■ ■ a

■ ■■■■■■■■■■a

Bring in this ad and

Longwood Village
will waive your
security deposit/
'with approved credit

Features
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Tke Longwood University Cheerleaders: Athletics' Forgotten Sport
Ashley Taylor
Staff Writer
The I.ongwood University
Cheerleaders - you see them at
every home basketball game
sporting their blue and white
uniforms while cheering our
boys' and girls' teams on to victory and getting the crowd into
the game. They smile with
enthusiasm even experiencing
difficult times.
The team is expected to follow all rules and regulations of
an athletic team, but do not
receive the same treatment as
other teams on campus.
Sophomore
cheerleader,
Jordan Cook, was looking forward to a season of traveling and
competitions.
"I.ongwood
Athletics
won't
consider
Cheerleading a sport. It is under
the wing of athletics, yet we are
not funded," said Cook.
The cheerleaders had the
opportunity to compete at Walt
Disney World in a National

Cheerleading Association competition on January 14, but the
trip was cancelled by the
Athletics department because
they did not have a coach. The
Student
Government
Association fully funded the
cheerleaders to go on this trip.
A special meeting was held for
them the week before exams last
semester and passed a motion
that gave them the full amount
for the Florida competition.
Athletics denied them approval
to go because no one was going
with them.
They also had an opportunity
to compete in Tennessee; which
would have displayed the cheerleaders on ESPN. That competition would have cost at least
$300 per person. SGA reallocated them money from the Florida
trip to attend this competition.
Unfortunately, the competition
was cancelled due to a low turn
out from other schools.
"Even though we are very
grateful towards SGA, we would

like to at least be recognized,
funded and respected by
Athletics," responded Cook in
regards to funding.
"It's a shame that although
$1,227 comes out of each student's comprehensive fee to go
toward the Athletic Department,
the cheerleaders have to come
ask the SGA to support them
from the Student Activity Fees,
which each student pays a
$180.00 contribution to fund all
student organizations. If the
Athletic Department holds the
cheerleaders to the same restrictions as an athletic team, the
Athletic Department should
fund them as an athletic team,"
commented
Kristen
Casalenuovo, SGA President.
The cheerleaders were given a
budget by athletics which included $5000 for any needs they may
have and $3000 for a coach. The
cheerleaders lost their coach earlier in the season and have been
working without one ever since.
Longwood Athletics is supposed

to appoint a coach* which to
date they have not, and this
restricts them from competitions.
According to athletics, most
of the remaining money was
spent on uniforms and other
paraphernalia. The uniforms
cost $206 per uniform for each
of the 20 female members on
the team. They also order 5
male uniforms. The last time the
team brought new uniforms,
they were funded completely by
the squad. National competitions can cost the squad anywhere from $10 - $11 thousand
dollars.
"Our budget of $5000 is all
we get from the athletic department and that has to pay for
shoes, bags, etc. and things that
we have to get new every year.
Just our shoes and bags this year
added up to about $1400. So
basically, we only have $3600 to
spend toward a competition that
costs $10, 000," said Josh
Pearson, a senior lancer cheer-

leader.
The cheerleaders plan to compete on April 9 at Virginia
Wesleyan College.
"It's a competition within the
colleges of Virginia. This is
nowhere near the caliber of the
UCA national competition that
we got a bid to attend," said
Pearson.
"This one is much cheaper
because it is so much closer and
not as big. We are paying it with
the rest of our budget that is left
over and the money that we as a
team have raised," commented
Pearson.
Nevertheless, the cheerleaders
are doing their best and athletics
acknowledges that fact.
"I think the cheerleaders are
doing a great job at the basketball
games - especially the work they
do without a coach," commented
Rick Mazzuto, Director of
Athletics.

Attention: Longwood Students
Bring in this ad and get $100 off of
selected units for a limited time
when you pre-lease your apartment
for Fall '06! HURRY IN\

Poplar Forest Apartments ■■■
434-392-5300
www.poplarforestapts.com

located just minutes from campus in a quiet
community close to everything! Without a doubt, a
wonderful place to call home! £ome see us toda^!
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The Sixth Man of Longwood. Basketball: The Lancer Lunatics
Jaton Long

from Duke University, who have extremely important for his team.
helped turn Cameron Indoor When asked how crowd support
During the celebration that fol- Stadium into a black hole for helps his players and coaches,
lowed the Lancers' exciting win visiting teams. The Blue Devils Gillian answered, "We want to give
over James Madison University have only lost twice at home them something to cheer for, have
this past Saturday, Longwood over the past four seasons, them go crazy, and help keep pushplayers and coaches circulated attributed in large part to their ing us to these wins we've been
through the crowd, shaking passionate, and quite often witty, experiencing lately."
Longwood
senior
Robbie
hands and thanking fans for their student section.
support. The energy that radiatNo one will be making too
ed throughout Willet Hall during many I^ongwood-Duke comparthe final minutes of the game isons just yet, but the lancer
inspired and pushed the I-ancers Lunatics have provided many
to come up with one key play entertaining moments this seaafter another, and with their 77- son. Chants of "Past your cur73 win stretched their home win- few"
and
"God
loves
ning streak to five games.
I^ongwood"
helped
rattle
Although much of the well- liberty University at a game this
_
Photo courtesy
deserved credit for this streak past November, which the C o m p t o n
rests on the players themselves, lancers won.
believes that the emergence of an
perhaps just as important is the
The Lunatics have gotten into intimidating student section is just
sixth man of Longwood basket- the heads of a few visiting part of our transition to Division I.
ball, the Lancer Lunatics. Both women's teams as well. They "You would be amazed at howLongwood basketball teams have showered Virginia Union center much difference a group in the
thrived at Willet this season, with Tamika Duck with "quacks" stands can help the team,"
die men winning seven of ten during the Panthers recent trip explained Compton. 'We're just
home games and the women to Farmville. Duck shot only like another man on the court."
picking up six of their nine wins two of six from the field, three
Whether or not the Lunatics do,
in Farmville.
of five from the charity stripe,
College basketball has become and the Lady Lancers rolled to a
notorious over the past quarter- 69-56 win.
century for its crazed student
Head Coach Mike Gillian has
sections, such as the Izzone at been especially appreciative of
Michigan State, the Orange the Lunatics this season, saying
Peter Frank
Crush of Syracuse, and of recendy on his weekly radio
Guest Writtr
course, the Cameron Crazies show that the fans have been This past Valentine's Day the
brothers of Sigma Nu spent their
day delivering flowers throughout
the campus for a local florist.
':. -~-, ~ . . ".. .. !
It was a great way to participate
in the spirit of the holiday, but the
main reason the brothers delivered
flowers was to raise some money
Easter Seals
for the local veteran's hospital.
CHUIUIT* IflV.-CfS
Rochette's Florist pledged $2
toward the hospital for every delivery made by Sigma Nu.
Crtating sotutums,
By the end of the day they had
changing fives.
raised $125.
Tyler Sinsabaugh, President of
Sigma Nu said, "I think that volunteer work such as this is great
because it's an opportunity for
(Looking tor the be* lummer of youj
students to get involved with
Ufa? Easter Seals Virginia can help you
members of the Farmville comRod it. We are committed to helping
people with disabilities gain greater
independence. Join our dedicated team
this summer at Camp Easter Seals
Virginia in Craig County. We have job
openings for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics, horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided. For
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at
(804) 287-1007, ezt. 110.
Visit our
website to learn how you can make a
difference.
Staff Water

in fact, help drive the Lancers to
victory is debatable, but the fact
that they are creative and colorful
stylists is not At every home
game, an array of face paint,
straight jackets, toy shields and
swords occupy the bleachers of
Willet Hall.
Freshman David Patterson,
possibly the main instigator of the
Lunatics, usually arrives wrapped
in a blue cape, body armor, and
basketball shorts.
Patterson
claims his antics come naturally,
joking that he is "a very immature
person, so it should come as no
surprise."
Patterson sent out a challenge
to those students who have no yet
gotten involved to "come to a
game, you'll have a blast, and if
anything, you can laugh at me."
Compton agrees "the time has
come, you have got to support the
team."
Sophomore Natalie Hubbard
simply asks, "Where have you
been?"

Many Longwood students may
have been asking themselves the
very same thing following the
game Saturday evening, which
drew a near-capacity crowd of
2,418. Junior Liz Chenery, who
attended her first game of the
season Saturday, said that after
seeing how exciting lancer basketball could be, she would be
sure to come back again soon.
The Lunatics are always
searching for inspiration and
ways to improve. The idea of a
cheer sheet, which Patterson
explains will help keep everybody
on the same page during the
games, is just one of the many
ideas that Lunatics are working
on to become more organized.
As Longwood moves closer to
Division I, it is hoped by all
involved that more students will
help provide the Lancers with the
home-court advantage that can
make or break a college basketball season.

Sigma Nu Delivers Rowers, Donates to Local
Veteran s Hospital

u

SUMMER CAMP
JOBS

NAGS HEAD

4 month student summer rentals
Check out:
seabreezerealty.com
or call: 252-255-6328
for more details.

www,va,.easter»eaMore

munity."
"Sigma Nu has helped us with
community service before, so I
thought they could aid us in our
busiest day of the year," said Sid
Allen, the manager of Rochette's
Florist. "In the past our deliverymen haven't had access to
Longwood's residential buildings.
Having them help us deliver flowers made a usually hectic day run
smoothly."
All of the brothers who participated had a fun time, and some

had a deeper experience from the
project.
Freshmen Kevin Tulop said, "I
normally
don't
celebrate
Valentine's Day since my girlfriend lives in China, but helping
others turned out to be a great
time."
"I usually don't have plans for
Valentine's Day, so delivering
flowers was a real heartwarming
way for me to spend the holiday,"
shared junior Robert Edberg.

Owners of Rochette's Florist Sid Allen (left) and Rochie
Allen (center) hand a check to Sigma Nu representative
Peter Frank (right).
Ptamt proTkU by Too funi
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Speaker
Whitney Dunlap-Fowler
Staff Writer

Congratulations to the members
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorontv
Inc., the BASIC Gospel Choir,
and Stepping In Unity for putting
together a wonderful performance last Wednesday, the 15th of
February.
Held in Bedford Auditorium
the ladies of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Incorporated put together a short program entided a
"Black History Celebration" in
order to promote diversity on
campus.
The event opened with The
BASIC Gospel Choir, lead by
sophomore, Jabari Scott, singing a
light and upbeat tune to an almost
completely filled auditorium.
BASIC continued to wow the
crowd throughout the program as
they sang other pieces all of
which were acappella.
They were then followed by
praise dancers, Kyra Greene, a
Junior, and Sophomore Ashley
Taylor who put on a wonderful
artistic portrayal of a popular
gospel song Integrated into the
program throughout the night
were famous selections of
African American poetry read by
audience members and members
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
One of the most anticipated
moments occurred flawlessly
when the newest Longwood
organization "Stepping in Unity"
took the stage. The executive
team of the organization including founder,
Marquis
Mapp, a
Freshman, put together a ten minute per-

formance that had audience
members gasping in aw. This
group, comprised of mostly
females wowed the crowed with
their in-sync steps and complicated rhythmic patterns.
After all of the entertainment
had been provided, Michelle
Layne, President of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Incorporated
asked that the audience members
remember to celebrate Black history every day, and not just one
month out of the year.
BASIC:
The Basic Gospel Choir
would like to invite members of
Longwood University to watch
them perform at the 8th Annual
East Coast Gospel Music
Festival this Friday & Saturday
afternoon at Old Dominion
University. If there are any questions please direct them to Jabari
Scott at jas897@longwood.edu.
BSA:
Did you hear about the Spring
Weekend After Party held at
Mulligan's last Spring? Or what
about the arrival of the controversial speaker JL King, author
of "On the Down Low?" Ever
wonder how events such as these
are planned? Come sit in on the
Black Student Association's second meeting of the semester on
Thursday February 23, 2006 at
4:00pm.
Find out what new ideas and
fun events are being planned for
the spring semester, and see how
your input can help!
The meeting will
be held in the basement
of
the
Cunninghams with

the
entrance
closest
to
Stevens/Jeffers/ and Mckorkle,
facing the student Union. Just
knock and someone will let you
in!
For more information contact
Tiffani Vasquez at trv674@longwood.edu
This week in black history:
Feb. 26, 1926 - Carter G.
Woodson started Negro History
Week. This week would later
become Black History Month.
Feb. 27, 1902 - Marian
Anderson, who will become a
world-renowned opera singer
and the first African-American
soloist to perform at the White
House, is born in Philadelphia,

Pa.
Feb. 27, 1988 - Figure skater
Debi Thomas becomes the first
African American to win a medal
(bronze) at the winter Olympic
Games.
Feb. 28,1859 - Arkansas legis
lature required free blacks to
choose between exile and
enslavement.
Feb. 28,1932 - Richard Spikes
invented/patented the automatic
gear shift.
Feb. 25, 1870 - Hirman R.
Revels of Mississippi was sworn
in as first black US. Senator and
first black Representative in
Congress.
Feb. 25, 1964 - Muhammad
Ali defeated Sonny Liston for
world heavyweight boxing title.
Feb. 24, 1864 - Rebecca Lee
became the first black woman to
receive an M.D. degree.
Feb. 23, 1868 Dr. William
Edward Burghardt (WE.B.) Du
Bois, educator and civil rights
advocate, is born in Great
Barrington, Mass.
Feb 23, 1979 - Frank E.
Peterson Jr. named the first black
general in the Marine Corps.

For Heads Hair Studio
201 HighStreel Farm vi I le. VA 23901 434.392.2005
(I .Killed in the Lobbj ol'lheWeyanoke)
Monday-Thursday: 10-7 - Friday: 10-5. Saturday: 10-2
Alter hour appts. a\ailable
["uesda\ Special: Men's haircuts - SS.00 (rcg. SI5.00)
COLLEGE ID SPECIALS
, olTain hair service
Haircuts: start u SI5.00
( olor: start a S ;
Highlights: start u $35.00
Perms: si
10"i. olTAquageaiul Paul Mitchell products
We accept Master'

a. \merican l-.xpress. and debit <
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According to one Longwood
Village inhabitant, while the rent
is reasonable and the environment safe, the maintenance
response time leaves much to be
desired. "My internet has been
broken since I moved in and I
have a huge hole in the wall of
my closet that goes through to
my roommate's bedroom. I can
literally open my closet door and
have a conversation with him,"
she said of her apartment.
Despite this fact, she insisted
that the free tanning offered in
the club house was a wonderful
service. Evidently, damaging
one's epidermis is an acceptable
trade off to the lack of punctuality in the maintenance department.
Sunchase Apartment
Complex is not so accommodating offering their tenants no
free tanning services. This,
however, is the least of the complaints concerning Sunchase
Apartments. One student renter
claimed that "if you want to live
in a drunken cesspool with a
tiny box of a bedroom, be subjected to wasted people puking
onto your balcony, and exorbitant prices for everything, then
lease with Sunchase." While this
environment may sound delightful for a weekend escape, it
seems unlikely that it would foster an educational atmosphere.
Fortunately, there is a beacon
of hope in the rental world and
its name is Walk2Campus
Properties.
Although their prices are
higher than most, one must
remember the adage "you pay
for what you get." According to
several student renters who have

leases with Walk2Campus, the
apartments are up to date and the
staff is quick to help.
Janet Jones praised
Walk2Campus, saying "They are
wonderful. If I ever have any
problems they are at my house
within a day to resolve or fix the
issue." Miss Jones recounted her
leasing nightmare, which she
experienced in 2005, saying "Last
March my friends and 1 signed a
lease for a house owned by
Charlotte Green. There were a
lot of problems with the house
but Green insisted that they
would be fixed by the August 1st
move-in date. When August 1st
arrived, the condition of the
house was still not something
which could be classified as livable.
Green initially said she would
release us from the lease but on
further consideration, decided
she would rather charge us for a
full year of rent as a penalty.
This matter was eventually solved
but we were still homeless.
Luckily, the good people at
Walk2Campus were able to offer
us a three bedroom apartment at
a discounted rate because it was
so late in the summer." Jones
went on to say that she would
gladly refer any student to
Walk2Campus Properties. With
such an enthusiastic endorsement
it would seem that Miss Jones was
conspiring with Walk2Campus to
lure innocent renters into signing
bogus contracts. Fortunately, this
can be dispelled because the same
amount of praise was offered by
several other students.
So for those students who are
on a quest for an apartment this
spring, remember, above all, do
your research before you sign that
lease. What is an acceptable living environment for some, might
not be suitable for others.

Are you a rising junior or senior who ranks in the
upper 35% of your class?
Have you shown strong leadership in one or more of these
areas?
• Scholarship
• Athletics
• Social, Service, & Religious Activities, and Campus
Government
• Journalism, Speech, and the Mass Media
• Creative and Performing Arts
If so, then you are eligible for membership in Omicron Delta
Kappa. Contact Dr. Larissa Smith or Dr. David Coles of the
History Department for more information.
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Baseball Gets Scorched Playing With Liberty Flames
Jason Long
Sltff Writer

Missed opportunities were the
story at lancer Stadium Tuesday
evening as the I^ongwood
Baseball team suffered a 4-3 loss
to the Liberty Flames. liberty
had previously beaten the lancers
by an identical score last
Thursday in Lynchburg, and
dropped I-ongwood's record to 55 on the season.
IiOngwood took a quick lead in
the bottom of the first inning
when junior Tyler Childress drove

Pboim courtesy of Emily Grove

in classmate and centerfielder
Tyler Ames with a two out RBI
single. However, the lancers
failed on an opportunity to blow
open the game early when two
batters later, Flames pitcher
Michael Solbach fanned sophomore Travis I.ydon, leaving men
on first and second.
Longwood stranded thirteen
runners during the contest, a stat
that Head Coach Buddy Bolding
was unhappy with following the
game.
"Guys just choked in the pressure
situations,"
explained
Bolding. "When you out hit a
team two hits to theirs, you're
supposed to win by six or eight
runs."
liberty tied the ballgame up in
the top of the third with a solo
shot to centerfield by Chad
Miller. Unfortunately for the
lancers, Miller had also served as
hero for the Flames during their
first match up with Longwood,
hitting a home run during that
contest as well as singling home
the game-winning run in the bot-

tom of the ninth.
Sophomore third
baseman
Zach
Zigrang answered
Miller's homer with
one of his own in
the bottom of the
third, blasting the
first pitch of his at
bat deep over the
left field wall, giving
Longwood a 2-1
lead.
Childress and sophomore
Nick von Gersdorff followed
Zigrang's homerun with back to
back singles, but Solbach fought
back with two straight strikeouts,
and the lancers missed out on
another golden opportunity to
bury the Flames.
In the fifth inning, Libern tied
the contest at two runs apiece
when Michael Just scored by way
of a throwing error. The game
remained tied until the top of the
eighth, when an array of mistakes
by Longwood enabled the
Flames to take a two-run lead.
Miller started the scoring by-

drawing a walk off
of relief pitcher
Brett Mangigian,
and then reached
second on a wellexecuted sacrifice
bunt by shortstop
Pat Gaillard.
After a wild
pitch
moved
Miller over to
third base, Derek
Bennion singled to
give liberty a 3-2 lead. Following
a stolen base, a fielder's choice,
and a pitching change, Bennion
scored on a passed ball to push
the margin to two runs.
Freshman Kevin Light made
good use of his first ever collegiate at bat in the eighth, just
missing on a homerun to rightcenterfield. He would later score
by way of a Paul Heidler double,
but Liberty closer Phillip
Thompson ended the inning
before the Lancers could do any
more damage. Thompson would
hang on in the ninth to record his
third save of the season and raise

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

WANT MORE INFORMATION' CONTACT THE UNIVERSITY OF RICHM0N0 ENROLLMENT OFFICER CPT MIKE JEFFRESS.
AT 287-6066 OR MJEFFRESORICHM0ND EDO

the Flames' record to 4-2.
Ryan Page of liberty picked up
the win with two scoreless innings
of work, and Lancer pitcher Brett
Mangigian was saddled with the
loss. The starter for Longwood,
junior Brian McCullough, had a
solid outing with seven innings of
work that featured five hits, four
strikeouts, and only one earnedrun. McCullough's performance
drew praise from Coach Bolding,
who added that "the pitchers have
done great all year."
When asked whether or not
Longwood would be able to build
off of this loss, Bolding responded sharply "losing this game didn't
help us a bit, it made us weaker."
Bolding, the only head coach in
the history of Ix>ngwood's baseball program, holds an excellent
.667 career winning percentage
and six NCAA tournament
appearances.
The lancers play three home
games this weekend against
Coppin State, with a double-header Saturday. Action both days
begins noon at lancer Stadium.
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Longwood Beats JMU and Has Successful Logo Unveiling
John Roserutock
Staff Wnttr
On

Saturday,

February

ished the game off strong, defeating

design students: Rachel Battleson,
18,

Ix>ngwnod students united in a spectacular day that included a "tailgate
party", the unveiling of a new lancer
athlcrics logo, and a men's basketball
victory over in-state rival James
Madison University.
The weather proved to be an issue
for the pre-gamc tailgate party, as the

Crista Haebler, Brooke Hill, Jacob
Krckorkian, Michael Maslancy. Tim
Owens, Thomas Santerre, I.cslie

Hampden-Sydney

JMU 77-73.

game earlier in the
season.

were junior Maurice Sumptcr, who

The Lancers got

•cored 20 of his game-high 2~l points

Qucnncville and Kmily Wilson. Chris
Register, chair of l-ongwood's art
department oversaw the project, as
well as Christian Munson of CRTTanaka.
Junior Leslie Quenneville com-

Top performers for the Ijnccrs

off to a hot start,

in the second half; Brandon Giles,

jumping out to an

who shot an astounding 5-5 from

early 15-3 lead just

beyond three point line, and made 6 of

4:34 into the contest.

7 free throw including 2 at the end of

The explosive open

the game to clinch the victory.

ing minutes created a

The day was filled with fun and

I.ongwood freshmen and Lancer

very loud and energetic crowd which

excitement for I,ongwood students,

most certainly aided in the imprcssiv e

tation falling as well. Plan "B" was

Cheerleader Kelly Baker remarked on
the new logo commenting, "1 think

faculty, and fans. Many thanks should

play from Longwood for the rest of

implemented by the committee who

go to the pre-gamc tailgate/logo

the new logo will give Ix»ngwood ath-

headed up the event which included

letics a pos-

Longwood staff, students, and a

itive

member of the Richmond based

image

quite

public relations fiim Carter, Riley,
Thomas
- Tanaka, Christian

they make

Ixmgwood, in fact the

Munson.

into

The tailgate was moved into the
dining hall from 12:00 to 2:00 pm to

Division
1." Baker added, "lt*s also exciting

keep the students out of the harsh

one point lead

winter weather. Activities included

that we will be able to look back years
from now as alumni and remember

face painting, a basketball arcade

that we were part of such a monu-

38. However, the

game, and free giveaways to get the

mental transition of our school."

temperature

did

not

reach

40

mented on the development and crc-

degrees, and there was some precipi-

fans excited about the game. There

stating,

"I

thought it was a
great

idea

and

Register to sugthat

graphic

the

design

students take part
in the design of
the
!°8°-"
Quenneville
added,
was plenty of tailgate-style food set
up inside on two large picnic tables.
WMLU also set up their equipment
in the seating area to provide music
for all that attended.
The new logo was designed by 9
undergraduate Longwood graphic

"It was

also a great experience for all of us
working with a real publications firm
[CRT-Tanaka]."
About 30 minutes before tip-off,
2:30 pm, I-anccr fans started piling
into Willet Hall. The student section
was at full capacity just in rime for the
logo unveiling at 3:00 pm.

and

a

LONGWOOD UNIVlRSny

wav

push

ment staff, and CRT-Tanaka for mak-

made

ing the event such a great success and

at

an enjoyable time for all who participated.

LANCERS
Dukes

took

a

into halfrimc, 39Lancers

forged

ahead with an

day was the IPod Nano giveaway! Six

18-6 run to take

lucky students' numbers were drawn

a 61-53 lead with

by Dr. Cormier throughout the

7:59 left in the

course of the game.

game, and fin-

On top of all

thoughtful of Mr.
gest

eventually

Another exciting feature of the

ation of the logo

unveiling committee, athletic depart-

The Dukes settled in

new

their

All photos courtesy of Emily Grore

the game.

the

pre-game

hype,

the

logo

Enjoy Carefree Living

unveiling, and ingame giveaways,

• no grass cutting • no leaf raking
no snow shoveling

fans were treated
to

a

thrilling

match -up
between

our

Longwood
Lancers and the
Dukes of James
Madison. It was
the most attended
game of the year
at 2,418, narrowly
edging

out

the

kttp;//wwwJancerJongwoodLedm

$5,000 Cash toward closing'

/or^/rotunda/

One Floor Living - No Steps!
2 Full Baths • 2 or 3 Bedrooms • Enclosed Patio
2-Story Plans with First Floor Masters Also Available

NEW Homes from $144,990

The Rotunda s online ~ ckeck us out!
Up-to-date articles, ads, and otker
information will be
available at tke above URL

J.A. Wood Corp.
49 Han of Quahtp Crajtmanshnp
you txptct in a home
www.jawoodeorp.com

■Mr

m^

Models Open Wed. ■ Sut. 11-5

(434)392-2211
1517 Woodland Court
Located behind Longwood Vilage
Shopping Center on MQbiwood Road

*A*pl*d toward polntx and closing costs whan using Buldar rtcommaodtd Landw.
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OllJ mpiCS Report:

Longwood Basketball Detuts on Playstation
Parks Smith

All Tkat Glitters is Not a Gold Medal
Kate Streckfuss
Staff Writer
Whether you want to say it the
Italian way "Torino" or the
American way 'Turin", the 2006
Winter Olympics are well underway entering the second week of
competition.
Last week's opening ceremonies launched the games with
2,500 athletes from 85 different
countries, 2,300 representatives
from the International Olympic
Committee, and one million
spectators. A 200ft cauldron was
lit by 5-time medal winner and
Italian skiing star Alberto
Tomba. A 4-hour choreographed show took place on the
stadium's center ice rink with
each of the fifteen sports represented by creative form of
design.
Events that arc currently taking place at the Games include:
alpine skiing, cross-country skiing, free-style skiing, ski jumping, Nordic combined, biathlon,
bobsled, curling, figure skating,
short-track speedskating, speedskating, hockey, luge, skeleton,
and snowboarding. Of these
events, so far 259 medals have
been won from the various
countries. Germany and the

United States are tied and in
the lead for gold medals with 7
but Germany overall is winning for all medals at 18.
Though the United States
has seemed to be doing well,
some of the predicted gold
medalists have fallen to silver
or bronze or no medal at all.
For alpine skiing, the highly
anticipated
Bode
Miller
(though he hasn't completed
all his 5 events yet) has not
won gold in the 3 events he has
run. Speedskater Apollo
Anton Ohno, who won gold in
Salt Lake City, only got by with
a bronze.
Lindsey Jacobellis, who is in
all the Visa credit card commercials, was surely set to win
gold, but faltered near the end
of her snowboard cross race
and took home the silver. The
women's ice hockey team, who
has won every tournament leading up to the Olympic Games,
only made it to the bronze
medal match. And finally, the
most talked about story of these
2006 games, Michelle Kwan failing to compete in her final
Olympics due to injury.
But even if it isn't gold, a
medal none the less is a spectacular accomplishment. The
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United States snatched four silvers and two bronzes. But the
medal count is still "counting"
with a week left of competition.
What shall happen in the next
seven days? Great competition
will most definitely occur and
hopefully the United States can
gather the muscle to win and
take first place in the Gold
Medal Count. To get all the
action, turn your TV's on the
NBC, MSNBC, CNBC, and The
USA Network.

Sports video games have fast
become a staple of college life.
Many students get into the
games just as much as they
would if they were put into the
stadium. But what if this year
the game put you right in
Willett Hall? For the first time
ever Longwood is featured in a
major sports video game in
College Hoops 2K6.
"I was shocked at first to see
us in the game because we're
just turning Division-I. But it
was really cool to see ourselves
in a virtual setting." said sophomore point guard Brandon
Giles.
College Hoops 2K6 by
2KSports is the first game ever
to feature all 329 Division-I
schools and the first to have
schools in transition into
Division-I, such as Longwood.
Other college basketball video
games, such as March Madness
2006, do not yet feature teams
such as Longwood but will in the
2007-08 season.
Although the names of the
players are not in the game, due

to the face all amateur athletes
cannot have their name in video
games. College Hoops 2K6 pays
close attention to detail and all of
the players feature their same
physical
characteristics.
I.ongwood's jerseys arc identical
to the ones seen on the court and
even junior Maurice Sumter is
wearing his signature white head
band in the game.
The game also features Willett
Hall to exact details. The court
looks exactly the way it would if
you walked in the gym yourself.
E%'en the Lancer Lunatics and
head coach Mike Gillian are in the
games and can be heard being
talked about by the games commentators.
"This game really makes
Longwood a household name. It's
really great for the school because
younger kids will scroll through
the teams and see Longwood."
said Giles.
I.ongwood's team overall rating
is a 66, compared to the teams
best team Connecticut who is a 92
rating. The game is available for
Xbox, Xbox360, Playstation2,
and Game Cube and cost just
$30.

In tne Numbers
3: Times senior Ashley Mason has been named Division
1 Player oi the week
2: Varsity sports played by junior Lexi Tonrice as a
Lancer, twice as many as any other athlete at LU.
7: Returning pitchers lor the Men s baseball team
14: Goals the lacrosse team has scored in 3 games
3: Back-to-back Day tona 300 winners
2418: Attendance during the men's basketball game v.
JMU
1: Michigan s soitball s national ranking prior to playing
Longwood last weekend.
9+: Chances to watch a borne game lor basketball,
baseball, soitball, tennis, or women s rugby this weekend.
2: Canadian coaches at LU; assistant lacrosse coach
Ly nz Keys and new women s goll Coach Alison Wright.
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Run Home to Sunchase

i

Catch Sunchase
Wednesday. March lsl
Longwood vs ODU
game (a 2:30pm
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FREE Hotdogs& Pepsi!

armville...

The Best Pla

. Pet Friendl
shoe Pit
. Private Balcony
rilling Stations
. Washer/Dryer
Ample Parking
. Clubhouse
. Friendly Service
. Basketball Court . Prompt 24-Hour
. Volleyball Court
Maintenance
.Pool
Coming Soon...
8-Screen Theater, Shopping, & Eatery
l
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